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SITUATION: An output is needed that will enable if and only if two different events both occur.

SOLUTION: By wiring together two of the dry contact output relays of an IOM-44 or IOM-4444-
XX in series and associating a different event to each relay, the load on the relays will
only be triggered if both events occur at the same time.

   REASON: This solution will allow AND logic to be preformed with any CM2000 that has alarm
capabilities.

EXAMPLE: A company had a CM2250 with an IOM-44 that monitors the main transformer of
the plant.  They had set up the Circuit Monitor to open the main breaker of the plant
when there was a voltage unbalance, by setting up voltage unbalance alarms to trip R1
of the IOM-44.  However, the Circuit Monitor received its control power from a UPS
and when the plant has a power outage the Circuit Monitor would open the main
breaker due to the under-voltage situation.  When the power came back on the main
breaker would need to be reset. However, since the main breaker was open, the
voltage unbalance alarm would never disable and allow the breaker to close.

To fix this problem the alarms for voltage unbalance was left in place on the relay
1 (Alarm 19, 20, & 21 for a 4-wire system), then a second alarm for under voltage on

phase A (Alarm 19) was set on
one of the Phases on relay 2.
Relay 1 was wired as normally
open and Relay 2 was wired as
normally closed, as seen in
Figure 1.  This allowed the
Circuit monitor to have no
alarms active during normal
operation, and disabled the
voltage unbalance alarm during
a power outage.

Figure 1: Wiring of Relays


